The second is Ragab's formula ([2 
where the contour starts at -oo on the real axis, passes round the origin in the positive direction, and returns to -oo, and p Q+v^ = {p+v)jm, v=0, 1, 2, ..., m -1 .
Some infinite integrals. Consider the integral r ex f-A»H J o
where n and I are positive integers such that l<n, and E(k)>0. On expanding exp^A 1 ) in powers of 2 and putting A=^1' n , this becomes n r=0 r\ \ n and therefore
(5) n n the asterisk indicating that the parameter njn is omitted. Now assume that n is odd, replace z by -1/z, and apply (1) 
J o
Note. If n is even the argument of the ^/-function should be multiplied by e± iir . For example, on applying formula (2) it is found that 
